Okadaic acid stimulates H ferritin transcription in HeLa cells by increasing the interaction between the p300 CO-activator molecule and the transcription factor Bbf.
The transcription of the human H ferritin gene is regulated by a transcription factor, called Bbf, which binds an enhancer element located in the -100/+1 region of the H promoter. To evaluate a possible role of Bbf phosphorylation on the promoter efficiency, we exposed HeLa cells to the phosphatase inhibitor okadaic acid (OA). The okadaic acid treatment increased about 4-fold the transcription driven by the -100/+1 region of the H promoter. However, the DNA binding activity of Bbf was not modified by OA, as assessed by EMSA. Immunoprecipitation experiments demonstrated that the OA-treatment stimulates and/or stabilizes the complex between Bbf and the nuclear protein p300, most probably by inducing the phosphorylation state of the complex. Bbf depends on the p300 molecule to trigger RNA polymerase II and thus transcription of the H ferritin gene.